Talking about Sex with Boys: Beyond Equality Teacher Forum
With Gina Martin, experienced feminist campaigner and educator, Ben Hurst, Head of Facilitation for Beyond Equality & invited guests

Exploring Masculinities & Allyship Training for Men & Masc Folk*
Beyond Equality allyship training for prospective volunteers & community allies.

What is the role of men on International Women’s Day?
The session will feature a keynote introduction by Dr Daniel Guinness, Managing Director, and Kasey Robinson, Head of Workplaces for Beyond Equality, drawing on our experience working with organisations training male allies, and engaging men more broadly in gender justice and inclusion.

Exploring Masculinities & Allyship Training for Men & Masc Folk*
Beyond Equality allyship training for prospective volunteers & community allies.

#Lads on social media: Investigating young networked masculinities
In this presentation, Dr. Craig Haslop and Dr. Fiona O’Rourke will discuss key findings from a three-year ESRC funded project which explores how young men in the UK use social media to form and develop their masculinised friendships, social networks and gender identities.

Building Healthy Relationships at Schools with Gina Martin
With Gina Martin, experienced feminist campaigner and educator, Ben Hurst, Head of Facilitation for Beyond Equality & invited guests

Sign up to become a community ally and volunteer
www.beyondequality.org

Follow us! @beyondequality